
THE BATTLE OF THE RIVER PLATE 

 

n 13th December 1939 the battle-cruiser Graf Spee let rip with all its 

guns at three allied warships, Ajax, Achilles and Exeter, and so began 

the Battle of the River Plate. After fourteen hours the captain of Graf 

Spee, Hans Langsdorf, ordered a retreat to the neutral port of Montevideo, in 

Uruguay; a hundred of his sailors lay dead and his ship had sustained heavy 

damage. Strenuous political negotiations between Berlin and Montevideo 

failed to gain sufficient time to undertake repairs, and British Military 

Intelligence immediately swung into action with an elaborate game of bluff. 

Using radio channels known to have been penetrated by German Intelligence, 

the British transmitted false reports concerning the number of allied warships 

awaiting the Graf Spee’s reappearance in the river. Captain Langsdorf, 

believing himself overwhelmed by superior firepower, concluded there was no 

alternative but to scuttle his ship; Hitler had sent orders that the vessel must 

not fall into enemy hands. After 48 hours in Montevideo, the maximum time 

allowed by the Uruguayan government, Langsdorf set sail with several charges 

of high explosive distributed about the ship. Out in the river all personnel were 

evacuated by small boats and the charges set. To this day parts of Graf Spee 

remain in the River Plate (some salvage work has been undertaken, as the 

wreck had become a hazard to shipping).    

Leaving their ship to her watery grave, the crew were taken to Buenos Aires, 

and whilst Captain Langsdorf put a pistol to his head and blew out his brains, 

some 160 crewmen took themselves off to a town they’d once read about in 

the press back home, during more peaceful times. With no intention of 

returning to a Europe crushed by war, they marched westward, rocking up at 

Villa General Belgrano. The town of Villa General Belgrano sits in the sierras, a 

hundred kilometres south of Cordoba, and was founded in 1932 by two 

German immigrants who bought land and sold it off through advertisements in 

German newspapers. Today, the town could be mistaken for a Bavarian theme 

park and appears wonderfully Germanic in everything it does. Neat, chalet-

style buildings dominate the main street, and not a speck of rubbish blows 

along the kerbside. There are no traffic lights here for those red-light dodging 
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Argentine drivers; groups of smartly dressed youths man the junctions, 

blowing on whistles with cool efficiency. The Oktoberfest in Villa General 

Belgrano has been elevated to the status of National Beer Festival and is said 

to draw beer lovers from around the world. And that’s not all. There is a 

Viennese Pastry Festival at Easter and in July, lovers of chocolate flock to the 

Alpine Chocolate Festival. Apfelstrudel, stöllen, boiled pigs hock, Black Forest 

gateau, chucrut, goulash and Frankfurter sausage are consumed with gusto in 

nearly every restaurant. Above the guest houses “WILKOMMEN” is branded on 

highly polished wooden signs. Even the bars here have such names as “Alter 

Zeppelin”, “Viejo Munich” and “Estacion Frankfurt”, and as we settle in one of 

the bars to read their comprehensive list of artisanal beer, at the top of the 

menu is written: IM HIMMEL GIBT’S KEIN BEER, DRUM TRINKEN WIR ES HIER! 

(IN HEAVEN THERE IS NO BEER, THAT’S WHY WE DRINK IT HERE!). When the 

glass of beer arrives, golden and foaming and splendidly refreshing, it displays 

the image of a black bear, and a portly fellow sporting a Tirolean hat. From my 

chair on the bar’s veranda I gawp down the street. For a moment I feel quite 

lost in this bizarre environment; when you travel in Argentina it is not unusual 

for your senses to be left reeling. 

Beer kellers aside, I’m disappointed to find so little connecting the town to the 

history of the Graf Spee, and particularly those sailors who ended up here. I’m 

intrigued as to what might have become of them and I can’t seem to come 

anywhere near a story. We ask in the tourist office if there might be a museum 

giving an account of how the sailors integrated into the community, but 

instead we are directed to a side-street, where a pathetically small anchor is 

set on a plinth. It tells us nothing, and I’m pretty sure the anchor has never 

been anywhere near the Graf Spee. Back on Avenida Julio Roca we find a 

souvenir shop; the window is emblazoned with caps and T-shirts bearing 

various images, including the Iron Cross, “Luftwaffe”, “Bismark”, the Death’s 

Head and…yes…there, at the back of the shop I spy a T-shirt with the profile of 

a battleship, with the name Graf Spee scrawled beneath it. If there is a story in 

this town about what happened to those sailors all those years ago, nobody is 

telling it. I fear that this T-shirt is about as close as we’re going to get.  


